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These exquisite Mystical Greeting Cards were created for one main reason.
To bring more Happiness and Light to our world. Unique, Beautiful and Spiritual.
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‘The most extraordinary super
powers come from the heart.’
Japan’s Fastest Growing Spiritual Movement
Reaches the West in Immortal Hero
Immortal Hero, a film based on the epiphany that has inspired Ryuho Okawa to lead Happy Science, Japan’s budding
spiritual movement of 12 million plus followers, will open in
the United States and Canada on October 18, 2019.
Based on the true
story of the neardeath-experience that
c o m p e l l e d Ry u h o
Okawa to devote
his life to spreading
the Truth he received
from the spiritual
realms and masters,
Immortal Hero tells
the dramatic, inspiring story of Makoto Mioya, a highly successful Japanese writer
and publisher who miraculously heals himself from a fatal heart
condition after a near-death visitation from powerful spiritual
beings. As part of the recovery process, Makoto writes about his
powerful ‘rebirth’ as an enlightened and transformed teacher.
Although he faces challenges at home and abroad, Makoto
promises to use the second chance at life he has been blessed
with to make a positive difference for as many people as possible. He commits to ‘die for the truth’, a powerful covenant
that defines the purity and intensity of his message of love, our
mutual responsibility for one another, and world peace.
Immortal Hero is the 17th film by Happy Science Productions, the award-winning media arm of the burgeoning Happy
Science movement founded by Ryuho Okawa in 1986. The
inspirational film reveals the depth and gravity of Master
Okawa’s miraculous near-death experience in 2004 and its
significance for the world.
Immortal Hero is directed by Japanese filmmaker Hiroshi
Akabane, and the screenplay is written by Sayaka Okawa.
About Happy Science
Mission: To bring happiness to all humanity by integrating
religions across the globe with a new world religion that will
transcend religious and ethnic conflicts and cultivate happiness,
success, health and wealth for all people, businesses, and regions
Tenets: Happy Science followers strive to maintain a pure
mind that attracts happiness by following the Buddhist Fourfold Path:
Love- Love without asking for anything in return. Love that
gives is the foundation of happiness
Wisdom- Learn to distinguish good from evil in all things by
learning the laws of the mind and gaining spiritual knowledge
Self-reflection- Purify the mind and restore the true self by
correcting negative thoughts and actions
Progress- Make concrete efforts to create a happy society
—continued on page 7

Don’t Miss Jac O’Keefee’s weekend Retreat Nov. 1-3
Jac O’Keefee’s unique way of dialogue and interaction creates an atmosphere of openness & freedom
that supports deep meditative inquiry.
Attend Friday night or all three days.
Carlsbad, CA. Reservations: (760)
599-4075. www.innerdirections.org/
upcoming-events
If you missed her article, True Happiness, in last month’s issue, it’s still posted online and available to read it at the web address at the bottom of the page.

What’s Online This Month?
What’s new online now is that you can more
easily follow regular contributors online. Find all
the articles your favorite columnist or wriiter has
contributed to TLCby author.
If the world is running out of fresh
water, why aren’t we desalinating more
ocean water? That’s a question for
Earth-Talk.
New From Michele Blood of The Mystical
Experience has a new article online
now titled HowMeditation Can Make
You Prosperout. It includes a video that
apprears after the article. Also online
are 2 more on Meditation and Intuition.
True Happiness by Jac O’Keefee that
was featured on last month’s cover by
Jac O’Keeffe is available to read online.
Excuse me, did you say Sanskrit?... The
suprising relevance of Sanskrit Today.
An excerpt from Conscous Confidance
by Sarah Mane is now online.
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92085-1278
editor Steve Hays; cover Timothy Britain; ambassador Amelia Leigh
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IN SUPPORT OF SPIRITUAL FILMMAKING
by Cate Montana
One of the movies to be featured at the upcoming San Diego
International Film Festival is Immortal Hero. Scenes from the
movie are pictured on our cover this
month and on this page. The San Diego International Film Festival (Oct.
15-20) will feature 109 films. Find
more information at sdfilmfest.com.
There’s more on the film on page
three. This article, which is from HS
Productions, the film’s producers, on
what it takes to make a film such as
Immortal Hero.

In 1863, German spiritual philosopher Ludwig Andreas Feuerbach said, “Der Mensch ist, was er
ißt” — man is what he eats. In spiritual circles today, that observation
has been rightfully expanded to include cinema and television
as well. In other words, “We are what we watch.”
Research shows that watching films and television affects
brainwave patterns and that people often unconsciously use
both mediums to help fulfill unmet needs. We use film to show
us who we are and who we want to become. Which means the
film medium is a tremendous tool for inspiring and guiding
humanity towards the exciting possibilities of what we can
evolve into.
The late Corinne McLaughlin, former Executive Director of the Center for Visionary Leadership and co-author of
Spiritual Politics and Builders of the Dawn, put it best when
she wrote, “After watching a film, I often experience more
detachment about my own life and am able to observe myself
and my own personality patterns more clearly. Occasionally I
even feel motivated to make important changes in my life. It’s
sometimes like a good meditation—the type where you practice becoming a detached witness, observing your thoughts,
feelings, and sensations.”
Films help us better understand and appreciate ourselves.
Even better, they present us with other behaviors and perspectives, broadening our horizons and giving us positive
(or negative) role models to admire and emulate. Director of
production and distribution Serina Aramaki of Los Angeles
based HS Productions is clear about the important role films
can play in uplifting human consciousness. “Entertainment is a
very good way to free people from socially imposed boundaries,” she says. “At HS Productions we use film as a tool to help
others. There are many people who suffer from mental illness
or personal hardships. We believe good films can serve as part
of the solution to those problems, just as reading a book can
help you find answers to your problems.”
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HS Productions is owned by Happy Science, the most influential spiritual movement in Japan. The organization also
runs an animation studio called HS
Pictures Studio and two entertainment agencies for actors and other
talents. Aramaki says these entities
have been created because the majority of entertainment businesses in
Japan have collapsed and it is hard
to protect the actors’ rights there.
“As a spiritual organization, we do
not work for monetary incentives
or fame,” she says. “We do work
based on what is right and wrong,
which is based on a spiritual point
of view. Frankly, there are way too
many dark and offensive films out
there. These films have negative
influences on children and adults.
Happy Science is always trying to lighten the darkness by
creating something bright and inspirational. Our latest film,
Immortal Hero, is exactly that.”
HS Productions may not be in business for the money and
notoriety, but mainstream film production companies in the
United States are. Like all other industries, the film industry is
a supply and demand commercial enterprise, which is why the
viewing public is seeing a continuous uptick of violent, highbudget action hero movies as film producers seek international
blockbuster status and the high rate of financial returns such
films provide their investors.
There may be millions of people who flock to highly informative spiritual movies such as the blockbuster indie hit What
the Bleep Do We Know?!, which was released in the US in
2004, and The Secret ,which followed shortly thereafter. There
may be millions of people hungry for the meaty spiritual fare
that films such as The Way of the Peaceful Warrior and The
Celestine Prophecy provide, but the unpalatable fact is that the
film industry makes what we watch—or at least Hollywood
makes what we pay for with each theatrical release.
Unfortunately, to date, the Mind Body Spirit audience is
notoriously frugal when it comes to entertainment. Spiritual
seekers have a tendency to believe that all things spiritual
should be free of charge—that spiritual messages shouldn’t be
tainted with the overtones of cold hard cash. And yet, making
movies costs money. Lots of money.
Even low-budget films can run into the hundreds of thousands of dollars—even millions—to produce. And then there
is marketing and distribution. The typical movie-goer doesn’t
have a clue and doesn’t really care that putting one movie into
one theater costs the production company somewhere in the

range of $20,000 to $30,000. Theaters
are businesses too. And they require a
marketing dollar commitment before
they will even consider showing a film.
They want to know their risk is covered—especially with one-off spiritual
films. For these kinds of shows most theaters require the filmmakers to purchase
a certain number of tickets in advance.
People think, “Wow, they made a
movie. They must be rolling in dough
and making a mint! They don’t need my
hard-earned $15 for a ticket. I’ll wait for
that film to come out on Netflix or something.” And yet, as much as 70 percent
of every theater ticket purchased goes
straight to the theater. The 30 percent
that remains goes to the distributor to
take their cut. Whatever is left, which is
very little, goes back to the investors who
backed the making of the film. Whatever
remains from that, if anything, goes to
the filmmakers.
Which is why film festivals are such a
big deal to small-budget, indie spiritual
filmmakers. Immortal Hero, made by
HS Productions, was recently accepted
into the San Diego International Film
Festival. Never mind the importance of
getting uplifting spiritual content out
to the public, this is the kind of public
acceptance and exposure that can mean
financial life or death for such productions, totally affecting the future health
of the spiritual cinema genre.
“It is exciting for us to be able to
program Immortal Hero,” says Tonya
Mantooth, CEO and Artistic Director of
the San Diego International Film Festival. “The city has always been a major
center for the mind, body, and spirit
community. Having the film play at the
San Diego International Film Festival is
a reflection of the community and we
look forward to continuing to serve it
with uplifting spiritual content.”
Bottom line, if you want to see film
content that’s outside the box, that lifts
your heart and inspires your mind and
spirit, you have to show up. We are what
we watch . . . but to continue watching,
we have to pay.
Read about the film on page 3.

Resource
Directory

Counseling

EFT/Tapping ∞ Emotion & Body Code ∞ Intuitive Counseling & Therapies

G

et to the heart and root of your issues—no matter what they
are. Reclaim your True Authentic Self and purpose—happy and
healthy! Greatly improve the overall quality of your life with EFT, The
Emotion and Body Code, Intuitive Counseling, Energy Medicine,
NLP, and Hypnotherapy. Clear negative relationship issues, core hindering beliefs, emotions, anxiety, fears, traumas, phobias, pain, physical and emotional problems, compulsions, depression, general blocks,
chronic conditions and more! Love your life!
Kathleen Rick, BMS, MA, DD,
EFT-Cert., ACHt., CECP
Energy Psychology and Holistic
Therapies Expert since 1983
MA Psychology/MFT
Award-Winning Author

Dr. Kathleen Rick ∞ 619-523-4690
In-Person, Phone, Skype, and Remote Sessions
www.kathleenrick.com (free EFT e-book)

Dental & Medical Services

Holistic Dental Clinic in Tijuana

AMERICAN BI

DENTAL

• High-quality, safe biological dentistry at a fraction of the usual cost!
• Safe Silver (Mercury) Fillings Removal • Cosmetic Dentistry
• Bio-compatible Dental Materials • Environmentally friendly ofﬁce at the ﬁve-star
Grand Hotel • Five-minute cab drive from the border, or pick-up available
• $50 Exam includes Teeth Cleaning & Panoramic X-rays
• $150 Wisdom teeth extractions by US trained MD, DDS, Surgeon

Now Oﬀering Regenerative Medical Services

Call today! 1.877.231.5701 • www.americanbiodental.com

Holistic

• Digital X-Rays
• Ozone Therapy
• Safe Mercury Removal
• Biocompatible
Materials
• Minimally Invasive
Dentistry
• Snoring & Sleep
Apnea Therapy
• Laser Non-Surgical
Gum Therapy

Dentistry

• TMJ and facial pain
treatment
• Instant Veneers
• Dental Implants
• Porcelain Veneers
• Esthetic Dentures
• Metal-free dentistry
• Natural-Looking
Smiles
• Invisalign
Orthodontics

Relax in our spa-like office

JEFFRY S. KERBS, DDS

The art of creating beautiful smiles

(760) 746-3663
www. drjkerbs.com
Loma Linda University School
of Dentistry Graduate

240 S. Hickory St., Suite 207
Escondido, CA 92025
DrKerbsOfffice@sbcglobal.net
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How to Survive Impeachment
By Steve Hays, TLC publisher

H

ere we are; now how do we survive this? By “we” I mean those
of us on the receiving end of all the media attention this will,
and probably should be, getting—or at least some of it.
At the same time, I think we will all agree the news could come
with less chaos and frequency. Our part in a democratic republic
is to choose our representatives, and we will be weighing what our
“leaders” do so that we know whom to support. That info we need.
If we hadn’t been doing this already, we wouldn’t be at the inquiry
(impeachment) stage. It means Congress has the right to get the
information necessary to find out if we go further. For some we’re
already past that stage, but some want more details. We’re there.
However, do we need to hear it 24/7 when there isn’t really any
thing new or even important? I don’t expect that part to change,
but have been thinking about how do we, the people, get through
this with some sense of well-being? How can we hold onto the idea
that this could be good or what we need?
Not everyone in Congress will survive. Not everyone in the
administration will either. The government, however, will survive.
That’s probably the most important thing to remember. We made
it through a Civil War and we’ll make it through this. If the past is
any guide, we should be better for it.
The second thing to remember is that the major media companies

— NEW RELEASE —
The Forever Angels
Near-Death Experiences
in Childhood and Their
Lifelong Impact
P. M. H. Atwater, L.H.D.

$18.00 • Paperback
25 b&w illustrations
ISBN 978-1-59143-358-3

A groundbreaking study
of the lifelong effects of
near-death experiences
in the newly born,
babies, toddlers, and
children up
to age five

Available on InnerTraditions.com
and Wherever Books Are Sold

800-246-8648 •
Text ITIBCO to 33233 to Receive Special Offers & Discounts
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are businesses that want us to listen to everything. But, believe it
or not, I’ve missed a few days of news and caught up very quickly
on what’s important. They just have to say it 24/7 whether it’s
new news or not. If something really dramatic happens we’ll
hear about it—don’t worry.
How can we do this differently?
One thing I do is ignore
articles that begin with
“The Dems (or GOPs)
should) . . ..” The media
like to talk in terms of
strategy the same as they
like telling coaches how to
win football games. Play
strategy if you want, but
it’s all hypothetical. Nobody really knows enough
to play that game.
Also throw out articles that start with “The GOPs (or Dems)
think . . .” There are no such animals as thinking Dems or
thinking GOPs. When the media will not identify who GOP or
Dem are, I ignore it. No“groking” allowed.
Same with IF or COULD headlines. Toss them and ignore
the fears they want us to worry about.
Forget the stats too, especially when a partisan politician
tells us or when anyone says that the percentage of the GOP
that approve of the president is going up. If people are leaving
the GOP—as the registration numbers say—the percentage that
remains approve, so the percentage goes up, not the number of
people. That people are leaving the party is the significant part,
but compared to what do they do next, even that is meaningless.
It’s a game. A financial one. Make it sound like a real close
battle and more of us pay attention.
The same with overly contentious articles. “Let’s you and him
fight” gets more readers, but doesn’t it also make you wonder
about the source—are they foreign robots meant to divide us?
Notice this instead—
Look for agreement. The stats to notice are the big trends:
when 65–80% or more, agree on something. That’s us/US.
And the places we agree like that are big ones: a health care
system that works; the rich paying their fair share (monster
corporations too); keep your guns but give up your tanks and
WMDs; a balanced immigration policy not totally open or
closed; ending endless wars and profiteering; equal voting opportunities; and keeping the government’s focus on managing
our common resources—not the common people. We agree on
a lot and that’s very good to keep in mind.
Watching Congress to make sure the government is operating constitutionally is not a bad thing—unless they overdo the
investigations. As long as we pay attention to the big picture
and make sure they are as well—that’s what we want.
Ultimately if we can get to to knowing that it’s the voters in
this country who are deciding who is elected to office—without
outsiders butting in—then it’s all worth it, isn’t it?
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Spiritual Centers
Sundays at 10 AM
Meditation at 9:30 AM
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Event Announcement

Celebrating Life with Open Minds & Loving Hearts

5120 Robinwood Road, Suite B-13, Bonita, CA 91902
(619) 475-1012 • www.cslbonita.org

Rev. Jane
Westerkamp

Are you seek ing a connection to something bigger than you rself ?

Seaside Center for Spiritual Living
W eek ly S und ay S ervic es
9 and 11am
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NEUCANA WHOLE-FLOWER WATER-SOLUBLE CBD
Experience the elevated beneﬁts of whole ﬂower CBD. Our
20:1 nonpsychoactive products promote healing from within
using organic, water-soluble formulations. CBD Sun Protection available! Find more at: neucana.com Mention TLC to
save an extra 20%! Amelia@neucana.com

Yes, We Judge a Book by its Cover

Y outh Prog ram at b oth servic es
C onnect w ith u s:

@ SeasideC enterf orSp iritu alLiving
@ SeasideC enter
@ j oyou sp odcast
@ SeasideC enter
@ SeasideC enterSD

16 13 L ak e D rive, E nc initas CA 92024 76 0. 753 . 5786 w w w . S easid eCenter. org

Products & Services

Your book design should be as
compelling as the ideas it conveys.
I’ve been a professional graphic
designer since 1989. My clients
include the San Diego Natural
History Museum, Western Field
Ornithologists, Caroline Sutherland and many others. I specialize in getting authors’ books onto
Amazon/CreateSpace, Kindle,
Nook, and other publishing platforms. I’m known for loyalty, and
have a long history of working with
complex scientiﬁc publications as well as novels, poetry,
etc. I design the covers, interior, and can do all the work of
getting your precious publication out to the world. Full editing and website design services also available. Tim Brittain:
619-421-6344 • twbrit@cox.net

Meditation

TRANSMISSION MEDITATION TUES, FRI & SUN
“What the world needs now is Love ....” Transmission Meditation is a scientiﬁcally efﬁcient group meditation for maximizing the outpouring of Cosmic Love into humanity. 7pm
Tuesdays, 7:30pm Fridays and 9:30am Sundays in Golden
Hill. 619/531-0773. www.meetup.com/meditation-430
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DON’T MISS JAC O’KEEFFE’S WEEKEND RETREAT
Nov. 1-3. Her unique way of dialogue and interaction creates an atmosphere of openness & freedom that supports
deep meditative inquiry. Carlsbad, CA. Reservations: (760)
599-4075. www.innerdirections.org/upcoming-events

Find more DIRECTORY LISTINGS ONLINE—
two new ads have been added this past month.
---------------------------------------------------------------Happy Science—continued from page 3
while improving one’s own character.
History: After graduating from the University of Tokyo, Happy Science founder
Ryuho Okawa joined a Tokyo-based trading firm. In 1981, while working for the
firm’s New York City headquarters and studying finance at the Graduate Center
of the City University of New York, Okawa achieved Great Enlightenment and
awakened to his true mission in life, which is to bring true happiness to all of
humanity. In 1986, he renounced his promising business career and established
Happy Science (Kofuku-no-Kagaku in Japanese), which was registered in Japan
as a religious organization in 1991.
Reach: Happy Science has over 12M members across more than 100 countries
and more than 10,000 Shojas, temples, and branches. Over 2,500 books by Master Okawa, many of which have consistently ranked in the annual bestsellers list
in Japan, have been published in 28 languages. Sixteen award-winning, featurelength films have helped carry his message to the world by fusing Buddha’s Truth
with entertainment.
For more information, please visit https://happy-science.org
Freestyle DM will release Immortal Hero in select US theaters stating Oct. 18.

TWIN HEARTS MEDITATION ON THURSDAYS
Every 1st & 3rd Thursdays 7pm–8:30pm at the Myo-Sei
Center 741 Garden View Ct. Suite 204 Encinitas, CA Call
(888) 226-4325 or visit www.goddessenterprises.net for
more.

Space For Rent

ROOM RENTAL FOR HEALTH PRACTITIONERS
Hourly, daily, weekly, monthly, located in Encinitas on the
campus of the California Institute for Human Science Contact Pranic Healing of San Diego 888-226-4325; E-MAIL
INFO@PRANICHEALINGSD.COM

If there is a location you
would like to pick up
The Life Connection please
let the store manager you want
to get your monthly TLC at
their location. We will be happy
to take them copies.
Thank You!
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W O R L D P R E M I E R E AT
SAN DIEGO INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL
O C T O B E R 1 6 TH 7 PM AT T H E A T R E B O X

C O M I N G

T O

T H E A T E R S

O C T O B E R
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EXECUTIVE PRODUCER AND ORIGINAL STORY BY RYUHO OKAWA
DIRECTED BY

HIROSHI AKABANE

GENERAL PRODUCER
AND STARRING BY

HISAAKI TAKEUCHI SCREENPLAY BY SAYAKA OKAWA MUSIC BY YUICHI MIZUSAWA
COPYRIGHT © HS PRODUCTIONS

